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We all have a purpose, yet millions die without finding theirs.
What if there was a way of putting the meaning back into
everything you do – creating the fulfilling, abundant life of
purpose you have, up to now, only dreamt about.
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dedication
This book is dedicated to Joyce, the beautiful wife of my
youth who has shown the world what a marriage commitment is really all about. Joyce, as a ‘natural born leader’ you
continually ‘walk the walk’ and ‘talk the talk’ that so many
people just give lip service to. You truly inspire me to live
with Passion, Action, Tenacity, Character and Heart in every
area of my life… because you model it so well. It’s so comforting for me to know that I am truly loved, cherished and
treasured. You are truly God’s perfect gift to me.
Jewels, my only child. When God created you, he truly
broke the mold. You walk with the integrity, honesty and
caring heart that I can only hope to aspire to. You show
me what love really is and you continually put others before
you time and time again… the level of pride I have in you
is indescribable and I weep with joy every time I brag about
you. You’ve got your mom’s beauty, grace, sense of humor,
stubbornness and brilliance… a winning combination that
will take you to the top as you passionately pursue your purpose.
My Heavenly Father, the one and only living God of
creation, His Son, my Lord and Risen Savior, Jesus Christ,
and my personal Counselor, the Holy Spirit. Thanks for the
privilege of serving You. I dedicate this book to you for all
the ‘second chances’ you have given me, for the fact that you
love me unconditionally and took the time in the development of my creation to give me a specific and holy calling…
purpose… meaning… hope for the future… and life everlasting.
Those of you who are courageous enough to actually discover your purpose - give your life to it and live it out for the
rest of your life with Passion, Action, Tenacity, Character
and Heart.
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purpose
“People who enjoy what they are
doing, invariably do it well.”
JOE GIBBS – Redskins coach, NASCAR owner, Humanitarian

In 1979, the Ford Motor Company came out with square
headlights on their F-series pickups, Wayne Gretzky scored
his first NHL goal, YMCA by The Village People hit number
2 on the billboard charts. In 1979 Rod Stewart’s Do You
Think I’m Sexy hit No.1, and the Dukes of Hazzard debuted
on CBS. In 1979 I was 14-years-old… my memory is vivid; I
remember it like it was yesterday.
One day in particular stands out. I was standing outside
Montrose Junior High school. The buses and traffic had left
and I was alone waiting for my best friend Tom to finish
serving time in detention hall so we could walk home together.
That’s when it happened. It happened in a split second.
It was one of those surreal moments when everything moves
in slow motion and time seems to stand still. I became oblivious to what was going on around me, the noise of the world
shut off, and all became quiet. My eyes focused on nothing
as I stared into eternity.
There were no strange feelings, no unusual lights or big
booming voice… nothing but an absolute awareness that
God himself had just downloaded something into my spirit. There was no doubt, no question, no surprise; there was
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nothing but a calm, confident assurance that I had been
shown my purpose.
There are two great days in every person’s life. The day
they were born, and the day they discover why. We all have a
purpose – everyone has one, yet millions die without knowing or ever finding theirs.
We weren’t just born into this world, we were created…
created in the image and likeness of the one and only living
God. Surely this cannot mean that the likeness is a physical resemblance, since God existed before anything physical came into being. Therefore, it suggests to me that, like
God, human beings are spiritual beings, having intelligence,
moral consciousness, and freedom to choose.
What an amazing thought – that mankind, both male
and female, should be so honored by the Creator. We were
created emotionally, mentally and spiritually in an exact
carbon copy replication of God.
Because we have been created by the ultimate and infinite creator, we too have infinite potential – potential to
fulfill our purpose.
What is your purpose?
It is my hope, my desire and my purpose to be able to
provide you an understanding that you were created for
GREATNESS. It’s time that you started living your life with
passion and purpose.
Each of us has a calling, and that calling is to serve others – God’s children. You must find your true talents, your
true passions, and use them in a way to serve others.
Finding and living your purpose is the highest expression of yourself. It will help you become the person you have
always wanted to be, the person you have up to now only
dreamt about becoming, and doing what you have until now
only hoped to do. Purpose will move you from where you are
now to where your heart truly wants to be – its what your
life is for.
If you want to finally step into the life you’ve always
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dreamed about read on with an open heart. Discovering
your passions and knowing your purpose will bring clarity,
fulfillment and immense joy.
Years ago standing in front of my junior high school, I
thought I had been given my life’s purpose. In reality, God
had granted me vision – a vision of what I was destined to
become.
Purpose is our mission – it’s why we do what we do.
Vision is a picture that captures purpose – a picture of the
future that produces a passion in you to live out your purpose, it is the vehicle we use to fulfill our purpose.
Vision fuels passion and gives you the guts to subordinate your life to the purpose God designed for you. When
we get purpose and vision clear, goals are easy to set and
become linked to our purpose.
The majority of the world’s population has the order of
focus backwards. They put all their focus on goals without
any regard for purpose and vision. They will set a goal in a
moment of time and not even understand or know their
purpose or vision and then wonder in amazement and frustration why they can’t or don’t achieve the goals.
It is far harder, if not impossible, to surrender a goal
when it is linked to your purpose. It’s your purpose that
drives you, it’s what gets you out of bed when you have those
inevitable bad days, it’s what keeps you going and it’s what
allows you to see the achievement of all your goals, dreams,
and desires.
All those years ago at age 14, I just knew I was destined
to be a professional speaker. I didn’t really know where in
the speaking world I would fit, but it didn’t matter… I just
knew that I knew. For a long time I thought I was going to
be a preacher, and although I have never felt the call of God
on my life to attend Bible School or pastor a church, in a
sense I guess I am a preacher, it’s just that a church is not
my platform… at least not right now.
If speaking professionally was the chosen vehicle for me
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to fulfill my purpose… then why? What was my purpose to
speak?
This vision fit me like a glove and so it should. God has
gifted each one of us with natural talents, abilities, gifts and
strengths (TAGS), for a reason – for a purpose – a preordained purpose. Our TAGS coupled with our uniqueness as
a created individual allow each of us to be the absolute best
in the world at something.
Growing up, my Grandma Ruth had a habit of telling
me, “You can be anything you want to be.” She said this as if
it was a good thing, and it was. Because I live in a free, prosperous country and have a good education, my life menu
has endless options on it.
Here’s what she didn’t tell me: “You cannot be everything you want to be.” We live in a “have it all” culture and
“anything we want to be” easily translates itself in our ears
to collecting the whole set.
Yes, you can be the best in the world at something, but
not everything or just anything. The only thing you can absolutely be the best at is the thing that connects your core
values to your passion, that thing that engages and drives
your passion to the fulfillment of the purpose you are created for. In fact, God designs us to want to do what we are
most capable of doing.
I have known for a long time that God created me with
natural talents that allow me to be comfortable speaking in
front of people. In fact, the bigger the audience, the more
relaxed and comfortable I become. My natural abilities allow
me to relate to people and audiences in a way that is natural
and connections are made which enhance understanding.
My gifts and strengths have allowed me to be a catalyst and
a visionary.
You too have TAGS that make you unique; attributes
that give wheels to your own unique purpose. However, the
question remains: for what reason were you given your gifts,
talents and abilities, what is your purpose?
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For me, the question remained… “If God has given me
talents and abilities to be a speaker, what is the reason for
me to speak? There still had to be a greater purpose.
Finding your purpose is easier than you might think.
Actually, when given serious focused effort, your purpose
will be revealed to you. I heard someone once say that with
the right concentrated effort, your purpose can be known
in about two hours, the same amount of time it takes to sit
through a movie. I am not promising anything in that short
of a time period, at least not for everyone, but I know and
guarantee that everybody has a purpose and you can know
yours.
This is what I speak about. I teach people to discover
for themselves their purpose at my seminars and workshops
and through my materials and coaching services.
One particular Sunday, I was sitting in church listening to a sermon delivered by a guest speaker by the name of
David Kalamen. I was captivated; Mr. Kalamen was not only
a minister, but also a businessman running a number of
companies. A business owner myself, I was fascinated by his
wisdom of biblical business principles and how he related it
directly to business today.
At the conclusion he stated, “If you’ve ever wanted to
know your life’s purpose, come tonight as I share on ‘Life
Purpose’ and God will show yours to you.”
Something inside quickened just like it did many years
earlier standing in front of my junior high school. I just HAD
to go to that evening service. I knew - I just knew that God
was going to reveal His greater purpose for me. I remember
saying to Joyce, “Let’s get there early so that we can sit near
the front. I’m going to know why I was created, God is going
to tell me my purpose… and I don’t want to miss it.”
It was a great message – divinely inspired – and David really knew his subject. Part way through the service, I heard a
voice. I thought someone around me was talking and since I
didn’t want to miss anything I was quickly annoyed. I looked
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around, first down the row to the right and then down the
row to the left… nothing.
I glanced behind me. First, I glanced over my right shoulder and then nonchalantly over the left… nothing.
The speaker engaged everyone. No one was talking.
I leaned over close to Joyce and whispered, “Do you hear
that?” As she shook her head and said, “Hear what?” I knew
it was God speaking to me.
I grabbed a pen and started writing words on the back
of an offering envelope as they came quickly to me. I didn’t
question anything… just like my school incident, I knew – I
just knew.
I wrote the words exactly as I heard them. I didn’t edit
one word. Then as I questioned the meaning, the explanation was instantanious and crystal clear. It all made sense,
I knew my purpose. I understood my purpose. I knew how I
would accomplish it and clearly understood the direction.
At age 14, God had revealed to me the vehicle I would
use to fulfill my purpose. At age 40 – after years of neglect
and when I was finally ready to receive it, when I was seriously focused on it, when I concentrated on hearing His
voice, when I pursued Him for the answer – God revealed
exactly why I was put on planet earth.
The good news is that you don’t have to wait as long as I
did to know your purpose. You don’t even need a divine revelation audibly spoken by God himself (although it would be
nice). The keys to the answers lie inside of you.
God imprinted them into your DNA when He formed
you inside of your mother’s womb; you just have to use some
keys to unlock the message buried deep inside and reveal the
mystery for yourself.
This book will give you those keys and show you how to
use them.
There has been a tremendous amount of energy, especially in the corporate world, given to vision statements,
mission statements and purpose statements. Sometimes
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these can be confusing and difficult to differentiate, as they
often seem to overlap and run together.
To help you better understand the difference between a
vision statement and a purpose statement, also known as a
‘mission statement’ and how the two work together, I have
included mine here. These are the exact words I wrote on the
back of that offering envelope as God spoke to me:
My Purpose:
It is my God-given purpose to:
• Funnel wealth into kingdom initiatives.
• Influence political policy.
• Give people purpose and hope.
My Vision:
To be the best in the world at communicating
ideas and concepts with people in such a way
that allows them to realize their God-given
gifts, talents and abilities – to live at their full
potential with passion and purpose.
There is a saying that goes something like this: “The
mind is a terrible thing to waste.” That, without question,
is true, but I think wasted purpose and potential are even
more tragic.
If you have ever asked the questions: “Why am I here?”
“Why was I born?” “How can I overcome the challenges in
my life?” “My life is such a mess – how can I patch my life
back together?”, then this book is for you. Your effort to
understand and act on the truths in this book will make a
dramatic difference in your life. The world will be a better
place because you find your purpose and live it out according
to the principles laid out in these pages.
You have the ability to accomplish everything your purpose demands. Give your life to it – go get it – because people
without a purpose always go back to their past!
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Your purpose explains what you are doing with your life.
Your vision explains how you are living out your purpose.
Your goals enable you to realize your vision.
Pursue your Purpose… Not your pension.
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